
SMOOTHING
& TEXTURE

Starting Treatment prices are for chin length hair of 
average density. Price increases based on length and 
density. There is a $25 upcharge for shoulder length 
hair, $50 upcharge for hair to the middle of the back 
and $100 upcharge for hair longer than midback. 
Additionally, there is a $25 upcharge for thick hair and a 
$50 upcharge for extremely thick hair. Please mention 
additional length or density when booking so we may 
allow enough time for your treatment. 

All services are performed by a certified 
treatment specialist. 

Treatment Consultation: 30 minutes with a stylist to discuss your hair history and desired look. A test strand may 
be taken to ensure maximum results at your treatment appointment. Consultations are required for Perming 
Services but are optional for Smoothing Treatments. $30 (Must be paid at time of booking)

Keratin Complex Signature Smoothing Solution: An award-winning smoothing solution that tames frizz for up to 
5 months. This revolutionary technology delivers the versatility of smoother, healthier-looking hair that can be 
styled wavy or straight as desired. This works e�ectively on all hair types to seal the cuticle and repair damage. 
Hair must be washed at exactly 72 hours after treatment. You can receive your color service the same day as your 
treatment. $250+ 

Same Day Smoother: Featuring advanced glycolic technology, this is great for any hair type with frizz that wants 
the convenience of same-day styling, shampooing and conditioning. The same day smoothing treatment has all 
the same benefits as the Full Keratin Treatment and lasts up to three months. $250+ 

Curl Controller: Love your curl and lose your frizz! Great for hair with natural texture that wants to control and 
refine curls while taming frizz. Featuring glycolic technology, this treatment can be washed and styled same day 
and lasts up to two months while receiving the same benefits as the Full Keratin Treatment. $250+

Keratin Complex Express Smoothing Solution: This unique express service is a revitalizing and rejuvenation 
treatment that seals keratin into the cuticle to lock out frizz and reduce curl, giving the hair a softer, smoother, and 
silkier texture for up to six weeks. Hair can be washed after just eight hours. Keratin Express Blowout is perfect for 
all hair types. $125+ 

Bang or Spot Treatments: Smooth bangs, cowlicks or problem areas. $100+

Red Carpet Blowout: The ultimate styling service that lasts all night. Smooth and repair the hair with Keratin 
Complex infusion and enjoy smooth and shiny hair for up to 48 hours. $75+

Vital Shot Treatment: This unique one-shot repair treatment rebuilds and repairs the bonds of the hair to deliver 
your best hair yet. Whether added to a color service, or used on its own, the more you use Vitalshot, the healthier 
hair becomes. You can add this on to a haircut, blowout or color service. Priced per vial, so extra-long or thick hair 
could require multiple treatment vials. $25+

Relaxer: Straightening treatment for resistant hair. $200+ 

Perm: Transforming limp, lifeless hair into bodifying curls. This texture service includes a custom haircut for your 
newly transformed hair. Consultation required. $150+ 

 Perm Consultation: 30 minutes with a specialist to discuss your hair history and desired look. A test strand  
 will be taken to ensure maximum results at your treatment appointment. $30

Arrojo American Wave: Creates soft, natural-looking curl patterns, bounce, body, and movement for those that 
want to make the graceful elegance and individuality of texture a part of their hairstyle and identity. This perming 
service includes a custom cut. Consultation required. $175+ 

 American Wave Consultation: 30 minutes with a specialist to discuss your hair history and desired look. A  
 test strand will be taken to ensure maximum results at your treatment appointment. $30
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styled wavy or straight as desired. This works e�ectively on all hair types to seal the cuticle and repair damage. 
Hair must be washed at exactly 72 hours after treatment. You can receive your color service the same day as your 
treatment. $250+ 

Same Day Smoother: Featuring advanced glycolic technology, this is great for any hair type with frizz that wants 
the convenience of same-day styling, shampooing and conditioning. The same day smoothing treatment has all 
the same benefits as the Full Keratin Treatment and lasts up to three months. $250+ 

Curl Controller: Love your curl and lose your frizz! Great for hair with natural texture that wants to control and 
refine curls while taming frizz. Featuring glycolic technology, this treatment can be washed and styled same day 
and lasts up to two months while receiving the same benefits as the Full Keratin Treatment. $250+

Keratin Complex Express Smoothing Solution: This unique express service is a revitalizing and rejuvenation 
treatment that seals keratin into the cuticle to lock out frizz and reduce curl, giving the hair a softer, smoother, and 
silkier texture for up to six weeks. Hair can be washed after just eight hours. Keratin Express Blowout is perfect for 
all hair types. $125+ 

Bang or Spot Treatments: Smooth bangs, cowlicks or problem areas. $100+

Red Carpet Blowout: The ultimate styling service that lasts all night. Smooth and repair the hair with Keratin 
Complex infusion and enjoy smooth and shiny hair for up to 48 hours. $75+
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your best hair yet. Whether added to a color service, or used on its own, the more you use Vitalshot, the healthier 
hair becomes. You can add this on to a haircut, blowout or color service. Priced per vial, so extra-long or thick hair 
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